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Synopsis

Fatma and her mother are kurdish refugees in Italy. On their visit to the doctor, 
Fatma has to translate what the doctor tells to her mother, but she keeps silent. 

Directors’ notes

The creation of any art has a direct relationship with the emotions of an artist. In  
fact, his work can be a reflection of his feelings and experiences that he has lived,  
not only as an artist but also as a human being. Perhaps he finds a part of his  
existence in his work.
This short film has also a close relationship with our life. We moved to Italy for  
university and as migrants we had several experiences that inspired us for  
making this film.
We chose to tell a simple story about communication because it has a symbolic  
meaning for us. We believe that the use of language has an important Function 
for the human beings to communicate , but in the context of immigration, it plays  
even a more essential role. In this short film, we wanted to depict the universe of  
migrants and their confrontation with a new life after arriving in a new country. We  
focused on migrant children as we believed that they are silent witnesses of what  
is happening around them.

Farnoosh Samadi, Ali Asgari

Production notes

Producing "The Silence" has been for us a political and essential act.
"The Silence" gives food for thought on the meaning of welcoming and sharing  
through the gentle and poetic view of the directors, the choice of point of view and  
the essential style.
To achieve this  we established a  network  with  all  the organisations that  have  
played  and  still  play  a  fundamental  role  for  refugees  and  for  intercultural  
communication.
Unfortunately  migration  issues,  borders  and  social  introduction  are  not  at  the  
center of the global political debate but are in fact relegated to crime news.
We are facing complex humanitarian emergency that is often totally rejected.
This is why we want to thank all the organisations that without any support from  
national governments and European institutions are able to welcome refugees of  
all nationalities .

Giovanni Pompili 



THE DIRECTORS

Farnoosh Samadi was born in Iran and graduated from the Fine Arts Academy in 
Rome. She started her career as a filmmaker at the Iranian Youth Cinema Society 
and after that she made some video installations. She is the scriptwriter for the 
short films “More Than Two Hours” directed by Ali Asgari which was nominated for 
a Palme d’Or at Cannes 2013, “The Baby” which was premiered in Short  film 
competition at  Venice Film Festival  2014 and some other  short  films .  She is 
currently  co-writing  a  feature  film  with  Ali  Asgari  which  is  accepted  at 
Cinefondation Residence of Cannes Film Festival. The Silence is her first short 
film which  will  have its  world  premiere  in  competition  at  Cannes Film Festival 
2016.

    

Ali Asgari was born in Tehran, Iran. He studied and graduated with a degree in 
cinema in Italy. He began his career as an assistant director. He is an alumnus of 
the Berlinale Talent Campus 2013. His short film “More Than Two Hours” was in 
competition at Cannes 2013 and Sundance Film festival 2014. His short film “The 
Baby” was premiered in competition of Venice Film Festival 2014. His short films 
were screened in more than 500 festivals around the world and won more than 
100  international  awards.  His  first  feature  film  script  was accepted  at  the 
Cinefondation Residence of Cannes Film Festival. “The Silence” is his first short 
film made outside of Iran and will  have its world premiere in the Cannes Film 
Festival short film competition 2016.



Kino produzioni

Kino produzioni's main goals are to research and develop a new cinema point of 
view  strongly  linked  with  reality,  looking  for  emerging  italian  talents  and 
coprodusing with similar international production companies.

Kino produzioni has produced several short films and documentaries presented at 
A-List international film festivals and now starts working on feature film. 

In 2016 I WAS A DREAMER by Michele Vannucci, starring Alessandro Borghi and 
Mirko Frezza, was premiere in “Orizzonti” Competition at 73rd Venice International 
Film Festival,  the  short  film VALPARAISO by Carlo  Sironi  wins  The Film und 
Video Untertitlung Prize at Locarno Film Festival,  THE SILENCE by Farnoosh 
Samadi and Ali Asgari  was in official  short film competition at 69 Cannes Film 
Festival and ALMOST HEROES won “Nastro d'argento 2016” award.

We are currently developing three films: SOLE, the feature film debut by Carlo 
Sironi in co-production with the french company Méroe Films, the film is already 
selected in Script Station Berlinare Talents and supported by MIBACT, CNC and 
IDM Film Fund; KENTANNOS by Victor Cruz, O HOMEM DA CASA by Lorenzo 
Almeida  De  Carvalho,  COUREUR  by  Kenneth  Mercken  in  coproduction  with 
belgian company CZAR film e Tv and L'ORO DEL DIAVOLO by Michele Pennetta 
in coproduction with Close Up Films and RSI, swiss television.

Kino  produzioni  is  an  italian  independent  production  company,  managed from 
2011 by Giovanni Pompili.
 

FILMO

Since 2008,  FILMO produced with  over  20 works  whose short  films ON THE 
EDGE  by  Grégoire  COLIN,  MODEL  VILLAGE  by  Hayoun  KWON,  Arnaud 
DUFEYS’s VERTIGO, coproduced with Belgium and the 3-D movie : SOIR DE 
FETE by David ROBERT  in coproduction with Arte. 

The  following  shorts:  THE  PAIN  (Ali  ASGARI),  SAID’S  CREMATION  (Julien 
SICARD), SABINE (Sylvain ROBINEAU) and the animated movie LEAD IN THE 
HEAD by Aurore PEUFFIER are still in exploitation. FILMO also coproduced in 
2015 with Taiwan the first feature film FORET DEBUSSY by the director Cheng-
chui KUO.  



It continued the development of new authors and international coproductions. The 
last  films include the next  Farnoosh SAMADI & Ali  ASGARI’s  film  with  KINO 
PRODUZIONNI (Italie): THE SILENCE and it developps with Italy the first feature 
of Didier BLASCO: ACQUASANTA ( from the André Gide's short story) and the 
French documentary NATCHE by Hannibal MAHE is in production.

The producer, Olivier CHANTRIAUX, began his career in distribution companies 
such  as  Pyramid,  Pan-European,  Polygram  and  Universal  Pictures.  He  is  a 
member of the executive committee at the Independent Producers Union (SPI) 
and elected as a shorts films  adviser at PROCIREP commission. He was also 
elected as a member of the short film commission of Unifrance in 2013 & 2014.

In  2015  FILMO  created  a  new  company  with  3  other  French  production 
companies: MANIFEST which is looking after festival distribution and sales.


